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All human beings have our own values that acquire through the development of our lives.

According to Chmielweski, “values vary between individuals and, because values govern behavior, they color the way individuals view and respond to their world”. It exposes their thought, attitude and the way they behave or react to the environment shows that people have different values. Certainly, obtaining good values begins when a child was born. It reveals our emotions and actions that become a habit.

Let us look how pre-school child views values. These are simple tasks or errands given by the elders and teachers like listening, keeping the working table clean, and sleeping early. It allows them to enjoy while playing with their classmates and grasping knowledge. For an elementary school student, values are principles that start to inculcate in their minds. Sometimes, they become confused due to the inconsistency of the trainings from different people, but still they have managed to hold good values.

For a high school student, values are views that help them to carefully explore the teenage life. They assess what is good from what is bad. This time, values are something that would help them to pursue their studies on college. For a college student, values are qualities essential to succeed. This is the moment where principles and dreams are prioritized. Characters are tested of different adversities from studies, relationships, and socio-economic status. They evaluate what is moral from what is immoral. The maturity is also started to develop based on the decisions they are making. For young adults, values are something that serves as their passport to find a
job. These are also lessons that teach them how to handle feelings and problems that make them a brave person.

Values are discovered at different stages of life, learned in several ways, and accepted in different situations, but at the end of the day, values are virtues that make them better individuals.
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